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Sustaining Donor

From our President
The Mayer Will Attend Our Meeting!
No I didn't mis-spell that. It’s not the
head of our city, it’s Landon Mayer, one
of the acclaimed guides and writers
56CIH 7CBH9ADCF5FM C@CF58C UG<=B;
Don't miss it on March 16. Some
biographical information about Landon
has been posted below, immediately
following my column.
Also on the program March 16 general
meeting will be this year’s RMF-Behnke
Fellowship winner, Cheyenne Owens.
Cheyenne will give us an insight into
the research she has been doing and Wil Huett, RMF President and TU
how the Fellowship has helped. If you Lifetime Member
have enjoyed the programs we’ve had
this season, Pat Dorsey, John & Jodi Knight, Dave Mosnik, Colorado
2CA9BTG"@MUG<9FG5ACB;H<9A 69GIF9HCH<5B?/FIGH99,FC;F5A
Chair Domingo Rodriguez. He must have quite the little black book of
:5ACIG UG<=B; B5A9G 5B8 BIA69FG +: 7CIFG9 =H <9@DG H<5H 7<5DH9F
members, you, turn out in good numbers and make it worth a
speaker’s time and trouble to come talk to us.
)5F7< =G 5@GC H<9 ACBH< =B K<=7< MCIF 6=@@:C@8 89V5H9G 5G MCIF
7IFF9BHUG<=B;@=79BG96F95H<9G=HTG@5GH;5GD  CBH:CF;9HHCF9B9K %
talked to a fellow the other day who said he had only gotten one
UG<=B;HF=D=B@5GHM95F$9F9A5F?98 R%HKCI@8<5J9699B7<95D9FHC
buy a one-day license.” I can't refute the statement, but may I make a
case against his cost-saving plan? Colorado Parks and Wildlife is what
=G 75@@98 5B R9BH9FDF=G9S 5;9B7M  %HTG @=?9 5 6IG=B9GG BC 7IGHCA9FG 
7@CG9H<98CCFG @CHGC:7IGHCA9FGACF95B869HH9FG9FJ=79G
CPW receives next to no general fund dollars. Got that? Most of
their funding comes from license sales or park entrance and camping
fees. That makes it really important that we buy a license whether we
H<=B? K9F9 ;C=B; HC RIG9 =H IDS =B UG<=B; H=A9 CF BCH  B8 <CK 8C

Please consider
becoming a Sustaining
Donor at a level that
you can afford. Special
recognition occurs at
the $50 donation level.

you value each trip anyway? I’ve had half-days so beautiful and so
peaceful they were more than worth the cost of an annual license.
Some of us, myself included, now qualify for the $1 senior license. If
GC K<MBCHUB85K5MHC@95J95:9KACF98C@@5FG=BH<9,2?=HHM%
always buy a small game hunting permit, though it has been years
since I ventured to use its privileges, but buying it gives CPW a few
more dollars to work with. I have toyed with the idea of buying a 2nd
rod stamp—only $5 after all—but I’m afraid in a moment of madness
5B85A6=89LHFCIG58J9BHIF=GA%A=;<H57HI5@@MHFMHCIG9HKCVMFC8G
at once and wind up cocooning myself in 5 weight line like a giant
7<FMG5@=G .CA9CB9A=;<H<5B;A9=B5HF995B8:CF;9HA9
There is an even broader economic argument for supporting CPW
K=H< CIF @=79BG9 :99G H<9 8C@@5FG ;9B9F5H98 6M D9CD@9 G99?=B; H<9
fruits of CPW’s labor. To get a picture of that you might want to take
a look at the Colorado Recreational Impact Report. Just a
quick glance at a couple of the tables will impress you with how much
R7IGHCA9FGS IG=B; ,2TG RDFC8I7HGS 588 HC CIF @C75@ 97CBCAM =B
dollars spent, jobs supported, etc. Our home counties of Larimer and
29@8 F5B? =B H<9 HCD  69B9UHH=B; :FCA CIH8CCF 57H=J=H=9G  .C K9
have a symbiotic relationship between license fees and the a
pinchpenny, buy a license.

Here’s another opportunity to support and spread your love of the outdoors. Ft. Collins Natural
Areas is currently taking applications for Master Naturalists. The deadline is the 15th of this month.
Check out the details at FCgov.com.
Look forward to seeing you on the 16th, or maybe out on the stream before that. I’m due for a
wader check, how about you?
Wil Huett, President
Rocky Mountain Flycasters
Chapter Event Calendar

March Program Meeting
(5B8CB)5M9FTG5B;@=B;GI779GG=G:I9@986M5B588=7H=CBHCDIFGI=B;@5F;9HFCIHK=H<GA5@@V=9G5B8
@=;<HK9=;<H VM UG<=B; 9EI=DA9BH  )5M9F 9BH<IG=5GH=75@@M H957<9G 5B8 89ACBGHF5H9G <=G H97<B=EI9G
and on-river knowledge to fellow anglers and has developed innovative strategies for sighting,
hooking, and landing selective trout. He shares these tips and secrets in his books 101 Trout Tips: A
Guide’s Secrets, Tactics and Techniques (2015), Colorado’s Best Fly Fishing, Sight Fishing for Trout, and How
to Catch the Biggest Trout of Your Life, =B 588=H=CB HC HKC 1 G Landing the Trout of Your Life and
Weapons of Bass Production, both of which also feature John Barr.
(5B8CBTG D5GG=CB :CF VM UG<=B; <5G 5@@CK98 <=A HC A5?9 G9J9F5@ BCH9KCFH<M 7CBHF=6IH=CBG HC H<9

GDCFH CB 5B8 C:: H<9 K5H9F /<=G <5G =B7@I898 HF5J9@G HC VM UG<=B; F9@5H98
CF;5B=N5H=CBGC:H<9)=8 H@5BH=7 29GH ,57=U7*CFH<K9GH .CIH<K9GH 5B8
.CIH<9FBGH5H9G 5GK9@@5GH957<=B;H<FCI;<;I=898HF=DG VM UG<=B;7@5GG9G
presentations, and demonstrations of his unique techniques. Mayer is a
contributing writer for Fly Fisherman and High Country Angler magazines. His
contributions also have been featured in publications such as Fly Rod and
Reel, American Angler, Southwest Fly Fishing, Field and Stream, and Fish and Fly
magazines.
G5B5A65GG58CF=BH<9VM UG<=B;=B8IGHFM )5M9FF9DF9G9BHGG9J9F5@@=B9G
=B7@I8=B;.=AAG"@M"=G<=B;5DD5F9@5B8=G5FCM5@HMVM89G=;B9F:CF0ADEI5
Feather Merchants. He is also an advisory team member of Simms, Ross
-99@G .7=9BH=U7B;@9F.A=H<+DH=7G "=G<,CB8 39H=CC@9FG 5B85G=C,FC
Trek watches.

copyright © Landon Mayer

Mayer has been guiding in Colorado full time on the South Platte River for the last 19 years, and one
full season on the Nak Nek River in Alaska. He resides with his wife, Michelle, and their four
children in Florissant, Colorado. For additional information on his services and presentations,
7CBH57H<=A5H  CFwww.landonmayer.com.
G5@K5MG GC7=5@<CIF69;=BG5HDA5HH<9"CFHC@@=BG.9B=CF9BH9F5B8H<9DFC;F5A:C@@CKG
5HDA 8A=GG=CB=G:F995B8H<9DI6@=7=GK9@7CA9 /<9"CFHC@@=BG.9B=CF9BH9F=G@C75H98
at 1200 Raintree Drive off Shields Avenue between Prospect and Drake.

We need a treasurer and a newsletter editor
RMF members Tom Culbertson and Bob Green are retiring from their positions as
/F95GIF9F /CA  5B8 *9KG@9HH9F !8=HCF C6  5G GCCB 5G H<9M 75B UB8
F9D@579A9BHG CH<<5J9G9FJ98H<97<5DH9F:CFH<F99M95FG @H<CI;<B9=H<9F=G
R6IFB98CIH 5B86CH<:CIB8H<9=F>C6GF9K5F8=B; =HGG=AD@MH=A9HCR7<5B;9H<9
water”.

Treasurer
The Treasurer job requires some fundamental accounting skills. If you
are a practicing accountant or a CPA, this will be an excellent place for
you to make a contribution. If you are interested in the position or
merely want more information, please contact Tom by emailCF
 CF 79@@

Newsletter Editor (The Flypaper)
This job requires minimal computing literacy, some fundamental writing skills,
and the ability to use an online newsletter software package (Constant Contact).
/<9 "@MD5D9F =G DI6@=G<98 ACBH<@M 5B8 IGI5@@M F9EI=F9G   <CIFG :CF 957<
edition. There is also the opportunity to make a contribution by collecting and
analyzing membership data for the chapter, but this is not a requirement. If you
are interested in learning more about this position please contact Bob by emailCF  
Return to TOP

March Conservation Notes
Not-so-Random Thoughts About
Seemingly Random Happenings
As the third month of 2016 Marchs in, I’m guessing your thoughts
56CIHCIFHFCIHGHF95AG5F9ACGH@MF9@5H98HC;9HH=B;CIHHCUG<H<CG9
GHF95AG IH=BH<=B?=B;56CIHH<9UG<=BH<CG9GHF95AG %<CD9MCI5@GC
remember that some, and especially the Big Thompson watershed
GHF95AG 5F9GH=@@=BB998C:GI6GH5BH=5@F9GHCF5H=CBC:UG<<56=H5HG5B8
F=D5F=5B5F95GH<5HK9F965HH9F986MH<9.9DH9A69FVCC8
In this year’s roster of conservation projects, soon to be seen on the
web site, you will see our usual set of volunteer projects associated
K=H< H<9 ,CI8F9 K5H9FG<98  3CI K=@@ 5@GC UB8 B9K DFC>97HG CB H<9 =; /<CADGCB 5B8 =HG *CFH<
Fork. So our overall roster of projects in 2016 will be more varied than in past years in their
activities, locations, and collaborative associations with similarly interested organizations. It’s those
new relationships, and the processes for volunteering in projects managed by them, that I want to
introduce you to.
Dave Piske, Conservation Chair

/KCB5HIF5@8=G5GH9FG H<9$=;<,5F?K=@8UF9=B 5B8H<9VCC8G K9F9897@5F98*5H=CB5@
=G5GH9FG  /<9M 7C=B7=898 K=H< CH<9F UF9G 5B8 VCC8G GCIH< C: IG CB H<9 "FCBH -5B;9  "989F5@@M
5DDFCDF=5H98R =G5GH9F-97CJ9FMS:IB8=B;6FCI;<H5RVCC8SC:"989F5@ACB9MHC6958A=B=GH9F98
by Colorado state government agencies on its way to local stakeholders. And in qualifying to use
H<CG9 :IB8G  R-97CJ9FMS DFC>97HG 5H H<9 @C75@ @9J9@ AIGH 5@GC 69 F9G=@=9BH HC :IHIF9

UF9GVCC8G=BJ5G=J9GH<5HK=@@8=GHIF6CIFB5HIF5@97C@C;=75@GMGH9AG
Prior to those disasters, the Poudre and Big T watersheds, had been a society of localized
governments, residential neighborhoods, private ranches and farms, government-lands managers, and
conservation organizations typically focused on certain natural species. When Mother Nature
turned loose those recent disasters, the local societies soon realized there was an unmet need to
69HH9F7CCF8=B5H9H<9=F7CAACB=BH9F9GHG=BVCC85B8UF9F97CJ9FM /<9F9GI@HK5G:CFA5H=CBC:
coalitions to better coordinate the multiple and diverse recovery initiatives.
Today, the coalitions are demonstrating their value by more effective assessments of the needs of
the ecological systems, prioritizing the needs of the local communities, dealing with complex
UB5B7=5@ A5B5;9A9BH GMGH9AG  DFCJ=8=B; 9LD9FH=G9 =B F9GHCF=B; H<9 97C@C;=75@ DFC79GG9G  5B8
managing the planning and implementation of complex restoration projects.
Throughout this multi-year process, our TU chapter has been active in the leadership and
development of coalitions in the Poudre and Big Thompson watersheds. That has drawn our
chapter into new collaborations, some with previously non-existent organizations. And that is why,
CBCIFA5GH9F@=GHC:7CBG9FJ5H=CBDFC>97HG MCIK=@@G99H<9B5A9GC:BCBDFCUHCF;5B=N5H=CBGGI7<
5G C5@=H=CB :CF H<9 ,CI8F9 -=J9F 25H9FG<98  =; /<CADGCB 25H9FG<98 C5@=H=CB  .MB9F;M
Ecological Restoration, and Wildlands Restoration Volunteers. The functional relationships between
Rocky Mountain Flycasters and these and similar organizations will vary from one project to
another. When RMF members volunteer to participate in projects managed by those or other
managing organizations, the enrollment processes will vary from one to another. We strive to make
all the enrollment processes easy, but if you encounter problems in enrolling as a volunteer in a
particular project, don't hesitate to seek help via email to Dave Piske.
Return to TOP

Youth Outreach Notes
2016 Youth Day Camp
August 1st through August 6th*
*Please note the corrected opening date of the Day Camp

Dennis Cook,
3CIH<+IHF957<<5=F

,F9D5F5H=CBG:CF-)"TGH<BBI5@3CIH< 5M5AD
are in progress, and the *preliminary* schedule can
be accessed on our web site. The 2016
Application Packet will be posted on the RMF
website for the applications window to open on
April 1st. Based on the number of advance emails
already received before public promotion begins,
this again may be a full camp.
Members who have participated before, I will be in
HCI7< K=H< MCI 5G GCCB 5G H<9 G7<98I@9 =G UFA98
Interested members who have not participated
before are requested to drop me an email giving me
an idea of your availability dates and preferred
activities. All prospective Mentor volunteers please
mark your calendars to reserve as many of these
dates as possible to participate. In early April we
K=@@69;=BUFA=B;IDGD97=U75GG=;BA9BHG

Campers electroshocking under supervision of Division of
Wildlife Aquatics staff and RMF volunteer mentors.

More information will appear in the April issue.
Please feel encouraged to phone or email me if
you’ve any questions. Dennis Cook or phone
  

2016 Children’s Water Festivals
The 2016 Children’s Water Festival season is
quickly approaching. Celebrating 25 years in
Northern Colorado this year, the Festivals offer the
Rocky Mountain Flycasters a golden opportunity to
=BHFC8I79 F8  H<  5B8 H< ;F589FG HC H<9 65G=7
concepts of cold water conservation so vital to our
mission. We accomplish this through an interactive
G?=H @=?9 ;5A9 75@@98 R2<C !5HG 2<C 5H H<9
Stream” which provides a fun learning experience
for the students, involves all students in each class,
and invariably brings a smile to the faces of the RMF
volunteers as well.
/<9"9GH=J5@85H9G5F9
Greeley - April 27
Loveland - May 12
Ft. Collins - May 18

9BB=GCC?=89BH=U9G8=::9F9BHGD97=9GC:UG<
at 2015 Children’s Water Festival

Many thanks to those who have already volunteered but we could still use more help. We need one
more volunteer for Greeley and three more volunteers to make the Ft. Collins event happen. Please

consider joining us.
CBH57HJerry Pelis, Water Festivals Director

From Our Fly Swap Coordinator
Pssst! Want Some Flies??

Ben Zomer, Fly Swap Coordinator, with a nice rainbow
75I;<HCB.97F9HR"@M.K5D"@M

CBG=89F>C=B=B;H<9VMGK5DH<=GACBH< %:MCI
H=9V=9G 69;=BB9FCF58J5B798K9K5BHMCI @@=H
takes is to sign up with our Fly Swap Coordinator,
Ben Zomer 3CIK=@@H=9579FH5=BBIA69FC:
V=9G65G98CB5H<9A9 "96FI5FMTGH<9A9K5G
R9HK99B5FC7?5B85$5F8,@579S.HCB9V=9G
F=B;MCIFV=9GHCH<9ACBH<@MA99H=B;5B8MCI
K=@@HF589CIHMCIFV=9GK=H<H<CG9CH<9FG<5J9
tied as well as one of yours that goes into the
F5:V9DCH <9@D=B;CIFBCB HM=B;:F=9B8GK=BGCA9
658@MB99898UG<75H7<=B;7F95H=CBG (9HTG:579=H
=H8C9GBHF9EI=F95(+/C:H=A9 3CI8C=HK<9B
you're available, and it helps out the organization.

A win for all.... Gotta love that. So sign up today.
Return to TOP

Zen Fly Fishing Winter Tenkara Series

Please consider attending the Second Annual Tenkara Winter Series and New Product Release
Event hosted by Zen Fly Fishing Gear on March 12, 2016. This one day presentation series has a
great line-up of incredible speakers that are top notch in the world of tenkara. They'll cover a
J5F=9HM C: HCD=7G F9@9J5BH HC 6CH< H<9 H9B?5F5 89JCH99 5B8 H<9 K9GH9FB VM UG<=B; 9BH<IG=5GHG
F9;5F8@9GGC:G?=@@@9J9@!::97H=J9/9B?5F5,F9G9BH5H=CBGBMCB95B)5?9@I9(=B=B;UB8=B;B9K
K5H9FGCBH<9A5D 5B857?7CIBHFM/9B?5F5$CKHC5DHIF95B8%ADFCJ9MCIF"=G<=B;,=7HIF9G
5B8"CIF =A9BG=CB5@5GH=B;5B88J5B798,F9G9BH5H=CBG /<=GUL98 @=B9A9H<C8C:VMUG<=B;<5G
H5?9B GC@=8 <C@8 =B H<9 VM UG<=B; =B8IGHFM  CA9 69 5 D5FH C: =H  9LD5B8 MCIF ?BC@K98;9 5B8 ;9H
some fantastic information. Zen Tenkara will also be unvailing new product for the 2016 season. Get

a chance to see Zen’s newest offerings and take advantage of TWS Specials that will only be
available at this event.
Industry leaders, educators and innovators share their knowledge, expertise and personal
9LD9F=9B79G C: H9B?5F5  VM UG<=B; 5B8 H<9 ;F95H CIH8CCFG =B 5B =BH=A5H9 G9HH=B; H<5H 9B7CIF5;9G
discussion and conversation, paired with visuals, demonstrations and a hands-on experiences.
Our goal is to continue to educate, facilitate and propel tenkara further into the angling world. We
aim to make the Tenkara Winter Series into an event that promotes great conversations,
relationships, furthers peoples' knowledge and, is simply a day that people look forward to attending
957<M95F"CFACF989H5=@G5B8HCG=;BIDCB@=B9 7@=7?CBH<9K96G=H969@CK
http://www.tenkarawinterseries.com

Let’s Go Fishing 2016
Mark Miller, Fishing Coordinator

Listed below are some trips we hope to take in 2016. We will start
sign-ups at our Feb meeting. Or, you can email me at Mark Miller or
75@@  79@@
29<5J9EI=H95A=LC:UG<=B;89GH=B5H=CBG:CF $CD9:I@@MH<9F9
is something for you on this list. We’ll go after big rainbows at Gray
Reef in March (yes, it will likely be cold weather), and big rainbows in
June near Laramie at Twin Buttes. June and July will bring a chance to
catch grayling and cutthroats in two beautiful high country lakes.
9BB=G K=@@ 5;5=B <CGH 5 :IB U@@98 85M C: GA5@@ GHF95A UG<=B; K=H< 8FM V=9G CB H<9 C@C -=J9F
headwaters in RMNP. September and October will take us to some water that most people have
BCHUG<98 H<935AD5-=J9F5H.H95A6C5H.DF=B;G 5B8H<9"FM=B;,5B5B8-C5F=B;"CF?F=J9FGB95F
#@9BKCC8.DF=B;G 29<CD9MCIK=@@>C=BIG:CF5@@H<9:IB
Mar 18-20 )=F57@9)=@9 #F9M-99: $CGH9B4CA9F
Apr 23 ,CI8F9 #5H9K5M5F95 $CGH
May 14 =;/<CADGCB69@CK(5?9!GH9G $CGH
Jun 4 /K=BIHH9G-9G9FJC=FB95F(5F5A=9 $CGH"F5B?585VC5HHI69GF97CAA9B898
6IHBCHA5B85HCFM *998523@=79BG9
Jun 25 &C92F=;<H-9G9FJC=F :CF#F5M@=B; $CGH 5J9)CFG9
Jul 9 (5?9;B9G IHH<FC5HGB95F5A9FCB,5GG  $CGH 5J9)CFG9
Aug 20 -)*,C@CF58C$958K5H9FG $CGH 9BB=GCC?
Sep 16-18 35AD5/5=@K5H9F $CGH 9BB=GCC?
Oct early "FM=B;,5B-C5F=B;"CF? 85H9HC6989H9FA=B98 $CGH9B4CA9F
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Sustaining Donors

-C7?M)CIBH5=B"@M75GH9FG /FCIH0B@=A=H98<5DH9FO2<98699.HF99HO"CFHC@@=BGO+O
The Flypaper!8=HCFBob Green

